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„WONDERFUL 2012 IPG AUTUMN
CONFERENCE WARSAW”

See you soon in Budapest!

CONTRIBUTION FROM
LISA ROSEN & SILVANO
SPITO, STUDIO SPITO &
ASSOCIATI:
The 2012 IPG Autumn Conference was held in Warsaw,
capital of Poland and one of
the most important capitals of
Europe that history has given
us. It is a city betrayed by fate
in the course of history, yet
the people have been full of
courage and patience in its
painstaking reconstruction to
bring its beauty back to glory.
Courage, patience and, yes,
also farsightedness have been
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the traits of the founding and
directing members of IPG,
EuLex and Picatrex, who have
been able, through two mergers, to create the current International Practice Group
(IPG), a growing network
which currently counts around
100 members from all over
the world. That same courage, patience and hard work
have been demonstrated by
our Polish friends Ewa,
Katarzyna and Piotr (above)
in organizing an all-around
amazing conference overflowing with interesting and enter-

taining events for all tastes!
Dear Ewa, Katarzyna and
Piotr, what to be said about
your conference? It was an
incredibly
well-organized
conference studied down to
the last detail, starting with
your branded umbrella that we
received upon registration (…
and which, fortunately, we did
not need thanks to the fact that
fate blessed us with good
weather despite the fact that it
was October in Warsaw and
not in …. Sicily).

Conferences

WONDERFUL 2012 IPG AUTUMN
CONFERENCE WARSAW
Continued from page 1:
The conference kicked off early on Thursday to accommodate the avid golf and tennisplaying delegates in our group.
The Tennis Tournament was
held at MTC Morelowa Tennis
Club, with several roofed
courts in a very pleasant environment, with an attendant
making sure that there were
drinks and snacks available to
everyone. Recognition was
given to the best player of the
tournament, one of our
“younger” members, Michael
Lisa Rosen
Scerri, from Malta, who
Studio Spito & Associati
showed up the other particiVia Ennio Quirino Visconti, pants with his cool strokes.
n. 103
The Golf Tournament was held
00193 - Roma
at the First Warsaw Golf and
TEL; +39 3387250139
Country Club, the oldest in
info@spitoassociati.it
Poland, despite being built in
www.spitoassociati.it
1991. An unfamiliar course
with long and narrow holes,
fallen leaves and rental clubs
were a challenge for the ten
participating players. The winner was William Finnecy from
USA, who we assume won
because he must play golf with
the same passion he applies to
dancing, or was it the jet lag
and various other vicissitudes
encountered along the way?
During the course of the conference, the opportunity was
given to other sports buffs to
participate in athletic events
early on Friday and Saturday
mornings, before the start of
the meetings. A pleasant jog
around the Old City and an
open air fitness session in a
nearby park with local trainers
were appreciated by a number
of our brawny and energetic
participants. The informal dinner on Thursday was held at
the Ale Gloria restaurant where
they served a typical Polish
meal which all the diners thoroughly enjoyed. We cannot
understand why the VIPs on
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the ground floor of the restaurant (Polish politicians, actors,
etc.) who were attending a
book presentation did not come
downstairs to meet the IPG
VIPs! They must not have
realized we were there!On Friday morning, the opening
greetings made by the President, Mr. Friedhelm Gruber
and by the hosts of our conference led the way to the day’s
work program.
Maria Kukawska and Mariusz Machcinski provided an overview on
taxes in Poland, a topic of interest for members with clients
interested in investing in Poland and a thought provoker
for others. This was followed
by an enlightening presentation
on intercultural negotiations
hosted by Michal Chmielecki,
where we were encouraged to
heed the need to always be
wary of different communication styles and cultural conceptions throughout the world in
order to avoid business blunders. The program continued
after lunch with informative
presentations on the part of the
numerous candidates attending
the conference, allowing the
members to note the high quality of the firms requesting
membership. The delegates
then split into discussion
groups for a technical session
on intellectual property presented by Alexander Spiess,
Nicolas Musy and Michel Mall
(substituting for Hubertus von
Poschinger …. who now owes
him one!). Three groups were
formed to allow accountants,
tax consultants and lawyers to
discuss topics of relevance to
them. The much-appreciated
speed networking session followed, allowing delegates to
present the activities of their
firms to the other delegates in
an informal and fast-paced

setting. This activity was of
great interest to all the delegates, and IPG’s goal of creating successful work relationships among its members was
facilitated. While the delegates
were earning their keep, the
spouses spent the day sightseeing around the city, including
the visit to the oldest Warsaw
Park set up by the last Polish
King.At the end of a hardworking day for both the delegates and spouses, all conference participants enjoyed an
educational tour of the Royal
Castle given by competent
guides. Did anyone catch why
the King’s bed was so short?
Should we believe that the
King slept sitting up like our
guide explained to us? The
tour was followed by the delicious Gala Dinner in the Kubicki’s Arcades section of the
castle which was accompanied
by a professional live band
playing both classical and popular modern music for dancing.
The dancing was enjoyed by
many, who refused to leave the
dance floor even after the band
stopped playing. The Village
People’s “YMCA” was the
epilogue to a fun-filled evening
in the Royal Castle. For a
group of young and restless
members who were just warming up, the evening continued
with further clubbing in the
city....At the Members meeting
on Saturday morning, conventional business matters were
covered, including approval of
the minutes from the Budapest
conference and voting of the
new candidates. All of the
candidates requesting membership were voted in, including a
candidate who from the prior
conference had provoked animated debate among members.

Conferences

WONDERFUL 2012 IPG AUTUMN
CONFERENCE WARSAW

Silvano Spito
Studio Spito & Associati
Via Ennio Quirino Visconti,
n. 103
00193 - Roma
TEL; +39 06 6893472
info@spitoassociati.it
www.spitoassociati.it
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Continued from page 2:
In the end, common sense prevailed, and as Socrates is cited
to have pronounced in the fifth
century B.C., “I am not an
Athenian or a Corinthian, but a
citizen of the world”, just as
IPG members proved themselves to be. We enjoyed a
presentation by Johan Billiet
on the location of our next conference, Brussels, and had a
brief discussion on locations
and dates of future conferences. The Accounts were
reviewed and discussed, and
Jens Langendorff presented us
with the new (green) look of
the IPG website, which will be
rendered more interesting with
representative pictures of our
countries which we were asked
to provide. The meeting continued with a presentation by
Nicolas Musy informing members of the IPG China Discovery & Shanghai Expo trip
planned for November 2013.
We also were impressed by the
statistics around a growing

middle class in China in the
near future. Lastly, Federico
Zardi of the Piemonte Agency
for investment, export and
tourism, described the different
divisions within the Agency
and how these could interrelate with IPG in creating investment contacts between our
clients and Italian companies,
ranging from firms in the city
of Turin, the Piemonte region
…. as well as from the entire
“Bel Paese” country.In the
afternoon, a relaxing guided
sightseeing walk to the Old
Town helped to remind us
about historic events and topics
people studied at school.
Along the way, we encountered a pro-cannabis demonstration held by a loud crowd.
It appears that we lost a number of IPG members for a
while, but fortunately they
showed up again when it was
time to move on. Buses
brought us to Wilanow, where
we strolled through the English
garden around the palace and

learned about lost and regained
property throughout the tumultuous Communist period. Our
Farewell Saturday dinner was
held in the grounds of the
Wilanow Palace, where traditional vodka shots were enjoyed by many. The smarter
ones substituted water for the
vodka, joining the hard core
drinkers in a number of toasts.
Throughout the evening, many
of the guests participated in
ambiguous Black Jack and
Roulette games. We are happy
to report that …. nobody lost
their home, car or spouse. Upon saying our goodbyes, our
hosts once again confounded
us with yet another gift: a book
on Poland to spark our interest
in returning to this lovely
country. Courage Johan, it’s
your turn now!
In bocca al lupo ! Lisa Rosen
& Silvano, Spito Studio Spito
& Associati
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SPOUSE PROGRAM
After an early start and catching my flight by a whisker,
I managed to join the spouses
program. We headed off on our
first sightseeing tour in Warsaw on a bus, stopping first at
the Palace of Culture and Science. This is the tallest building in Poland, the eighth tallest building in the European
Union. From the top we got a
very good view of the city.
Later we began our walking
Angelika Backhausen
tour, starting in Krasiński SquBackhausen Rechtsanwalts
are. Situated in a corner of the
GmbH
square is the Warsaw Uprising
Am Lugeck 7
Monument. We then went to
1010 Wien, Austria
Zamkowy Square and we made
office@backhausen-legal.at
www.backhausen-legal.at

a short deviation to see the
local shops. We then went on
to see the Royal Castle, the
King Zygmunt III Column and
the Old Town Square. As we
walked along Krakowskie
Przedmieście Street we were
able to see the Mickiewicz
Monument, the Presidential
Palace and the entrance to the
University of Warsaw.

The next morning only two of
us went to the spa. What an
experience you all missed! It
was super.
Many thanks to our hosts – we
had a great time and I am looking forward to seeing you all
at the next conference.
Angelika Backhausen

After a short lunch break in the
Sheraton Hotel we took a cab
and headed off to Galeria Mokotów – a large shopping centre – what else could we do?

TENNIS TOURNAMENT

Jesse Hartgring
Hoens & Souren Keereweer
Advocaten
P.O. Box 7191, 2701 AD
Zoetermeer, Netherlands
TEL. +31 618132563
hartgring@hslaw.nl
www.hslaw.nl
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It is my pleasure and honour to
inform you about the IPG tennis tournament in Warsaw,
Poland.
First and foremost I must admit that this was the best tournament yet; but then again, it
always is.
The weather was unexpectedly
wunderful, so we asked the
organisation to change the
court from inside to outside,
where we played in the sun for
five hours straight!
Luckily from the point of catering the organisation was most
wonderful. All kinds of nice
snacks and beverages were
served court side. We enjoyed
everything, varying from tea
and sandwiches on the court,
to a warm lunch and beers in
the bar.
I would like to send out a special thank you for - and to - the
professional tennis player that
helped us out with everything.
Not only did he keep track of
the scores and filled out the
score chart, he also participa-

ted in training between matches, teaching for example
how to hit a perfect top spin
forehand.
To be honest, the tips of the
trainer worked out for me, as I
lost my first match to Michael
Scerri, but I was able win the
next two. Akos and Michel, as
always, had the longest match
of the day, (almost) ending in a
tie break. I believe they still
need to finnish the match that
they started together at the first
IPG tennis tournament, three
or four years ago. Michael
became the overall winner at
the end of a wonderful day of
high level tennis by all the
players, having lost none of his
matches.
Instead of turning to the bar
after three singles matches of
one set each, we altogether
topped the day off with a - or
actually one-and-a-half - doubles match. Michael and Michel versus Akos and me. This
was definitely the most fun, as
everyone was competitive, but

in a very friendly way and with
a team spirit.
I suggest to start off with the
doubles next year. All IPG
members are invited to join
this tournament - which we
jointly decided would better be
called: "team building tennis
event" or something alike - or
to come and cheer us on. The
level is good, but it is the fun
that counts!
I hope to welcome you next
time in Brussels, Belgium, on
or next to the court, as I am
sure the conference organiser
will allow us to play tennis
together once more and arrange even better conditions.
See
you
in
Brussels,
on behalf of the whole tennis
tournament Warsaw 2012
players, Akos Menyhei, Michael Scerri, Michel Mall and
Jesse Hartgring
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GOLF TOURNAMENT

Jakob Hötzl
Hötzl und Partner GmbH
Beethovenstr.25
8010 Graz, Austria
TEL. +43 316319319
hup@hoetzl.at
www.hoetzl.at
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As usual some delegates came
to Warsaw a day prior to the
conference in order to participate at the IPG golf tournament
held at the First Warsaw Golf
and Country Club. Despite
being built in 1991 in post-war
Poland it is the oldest golf
course in Poland. The Club is
situated in Rajszew – 25km
from Warsaw city center, in a
scenic park area with many
impressive trees, around a picturesque oxbow lake in the
Vistula River.
Nonetheless the first impression of the golf course was a
little intimidating because the
reception area and the pro shop
each were housed in containers
better known from construction
sites than from golf courses.
Even the restaurant was situated in a tent usually used as
weather protection for outdoor
events. Eventually we were
informed by the Manager that
this is just a compromise. Unfortunately the
clubhouse
burned down recently and they
have not started building the
new one yet.
Not only were the long and
narrow holes on an unfamiliar
course using rental clubs a
challenge for the ten participat-

ing players but also the fallen
down leaves which sometimes
made it hard or even impossible to find the golf balls. As in
Budapest the greens were good
and running true if the player
was able to read the right line.
Even with almost perfect
weather for golf it took the
player almost five hours to
finish 18 holes.
Because William Finnecy (also
known as Bill) got stuck in
traffic he missed the coach to
the golf course and had to take
a taxi there. Anyhow - he came
(late), he played (ok) and he
won –> again. After his victory
in Prague Bill won the Warsaw
IPG golf tournament with 34
Stable ford points followed by
runners up Jakob and Walter
Hoetzl.
Duncan Stannett hit the longest
drive on hole number 9. He
had to take some abuse from
Graham by announcing the
drive was hardly longer than
Beatrix Doppler´s tee shot. Be
that as it may, no other player
was any longer and on the fairway as required for this contest.
There was also a nearest to the
pin competition which was
supposed to be on hole number

15. But since this was a par 4
impossible to reach with the
tee shot, the first group chose
hole 14 instead. Again it was
Beatrix to write her name on
the marker first and unlike the
longest drive competition it
remained on there to the end as
no opponent was able to get
closer to the pin than her 5 ft
approach. Both Duncan and
Beatrix were awarded a bottle
of Champagne, the Austrian
Golfers brought along just for
this purpose.
Many pictures were taken
which we hope to see on the
website soon. Unfortunately
not every highlight was captured like Friedhelm Gruber
and Rafael Berdaguer trying to
escape from more or less dried
up lakes or Graham Wallace´s
hole 17 – a long par 5 – where
he managed to hit a tree at every single shot all the way up to
the green. Therefore he and his
team mates were awarded with
delicious sandwiches and cold
beer delivered by the club
staff.
We are all looking forward to
the next tournament and more
delegates joining us!
Jakob Hötzl

New members

JOUANJAN & PARTNERS, (FRANCE)
Jouanjan & Partners is a French Firm of Tax Lawyers specialized in quality international tax advice. We service companies, trusts and wealthy individuals for tax advice
& planning, tax litigation, corporate (re) structuring, mergers and acquisitions and individual tax planning. We also deal with complex international inheritance cases. We
network with a firm of 9 French commercial lawyers to provide full legal services to
our clients.
Contact details;
Arnaud Jouanjan
Jouanjan & Partners - A French Tax Firm
Société d'Avocats
Annecy - Marseille - Paris
2 Rue du Lac - 74000 Annecy - FR
TEL: +33-613-211-239
jouanjan@jouanjan.com
www.jouanjan.com

MUSTAFA GURYEL LAW FIRM
(NORTH CYPRUS)
MUSTAFA GURYEL LAW FIRM was established in year 2000 with Partnership of
Advocate Mustafa Guryel, (practicing since 1965) and Advocate Gulboy Guryel and
Advocate Harun Guryel. The Firm quickly grew to a boutique law firm with 3 Partner
Lawyers and 6 Lawyers. The Vision and experience behind the Firm result in firm’s
lawyers to provide quick and satisfactory solutions to clients’ needs. While our Litigators provide representation at all levels of courts in areas of law that clients need in
their daily lives; our corporate, commercial and contract law specialists have been assisting Local and Foreign clients to establish their ventures on a strong foundations,
followed by assisting them until they can continue on their own. The second office is
established in Istanbul Turkey in 2011 with registered name “EGY consulting”.
Contact details;
Gulboy Guryel
Mustafa Guryel Law Firm
26-28 Mustafa Cagatay St, Kyrenia. North Cyprus
Via Mersin-10 Turkey
TEL. +903928152097
gulboy@guryellaw.com
www.guryellaw.com
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ESTUDIO DR. RAUL DOLDÁN AMARELLI
(URUGUAY)
Estudio Dr. Raúl Doldán Amarelli has been established in Uruguay since 1984, in the
city of Montevideo, a strategic point in South America.
We are a firm of professionals providing services in the areas of tax planning, legal,
notarial, accounting and auditing advice. The steady growth of our firm is mainly due
to our clients´ trust, forged by discretion, respect and confidentiality.
We have an important network of foreign correspondents and collaboration agreements
with Local Firms, therefore allowing providing efficient services both at the national
and international level. In compliance with national and international standards
concerning professional levels of responsibility, our clients go through a Due Diligence
report according to the regulations in force.
Contact details;
Raúl Doldán Gueçaimburu
Estudio Dr. Raul Doldan Amarelli
World Trade Center Montevideo Torre II
Avda. Luis Alberto de Herrera 1248 – Of. 1111
CP 11300 – Montevideo – Uruguay
TEL. (00598) 2916 3176 – 2622 6035
info@estudiorda.com
www.estudiorda.com

JAFFA SIMMONS, PLLC (USA)
Jaffa Simmons, PLLC is CPA firm located in Mesa, Arizona, USA. Jaffa Simmons
assists clients with international, national and state and local tax planning and structuring. Jaffa Simmons can prepare all applicable US federal, state and local tax returns
for corporations, S Corporations and partnerships. Jaffa Simmons can represent and
assist clients with federal, state and local tax audits and correspondence with taxing
authorities.

Contact details;
Layne Simmons
Jaffa Simmons, PLLC
30 West First Street,
Suite B Mesa, Arizona 85201
TEL. 480-649-7146
layne@jaffasimmons.com
Www.jaffasimmons.com
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New members

FERNER HORNUNG & PARTNERS
(AUSTRIA)
The Ferner Hornung & Partners GmbH is located in the city of Salzburg. The civil law
partnership was formed in I994 and transformed into a limited liability company in
200I. It consists of six partners and fifteen employees. The Ferner Hornung & Partners
GmbH is one of the biggest law firms in Salzburg focusing on civil law matters. It has
long-standing relationships with many clients that it represents both in private and busi
-ness matters. The firm is also specialised on the handling of international legal matters. All lawyers are authorized to represent clients in all Austrian courts. The law firm
is operating supra-regionally all over Austria. The company stands out due to its partners that dispose of special knowledge in different fields of law.
Contact details;
Stefan Hornung
Ferner Hornung & Partners
Hellbrunnerstrasse 11, A-5020 Austria
TEL. 0662 / 84 16 16
stefan.hornug@lawconsult.at
www.lawconsult.at

BELINA & PARTNERS
(CHZECH REPUBLIC)
Our law firm is a partial legal successor of Advokátní kancelář Kříž a Bělina s.r.o.
(IPG member since 2008)
Our team is composed of 9 attorneys (3 partners, 3 attorneys and 3 junior attorneys)
We provide legal services in all areas of Czech and EU law. We provide both longterm complete legal services (full legal services as the external legal departments of
clients) and short-term legal services to Czech and foreign clients. Our clients are large
Czech and global companies, medium enterprises, state authorities and also individuals.
Contact details;
Tomas Belina
Belina &Partners
Karla Engliše 3201/6, 150 00 Prague 5, Czech Republic
TEL. +420 255 725 430
tomas.belina@belinapartners.cz
www.belinapartners.cz
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LEAD. LEGAL ADVICE DENMARK
LEAD is a strong team of Danish lawyers advising international companies on Danish
law. The linguistic and cultural background of LEAD’s experts enables us to advise
clients in English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Chinese and Russian with an indepth insight and understanding of the clients’ own (business) culture. Our main focus
areas include: International trade law, Corporate and commercial law, Real estate, Employment law, Tax law (international and national) Transparent and straightforward
pricing: We offer our clients packages at fixed rates. Our services include “One stop
shop” for business establishments, Employment Law Packages, Global Mobility, Web
check and Rent check.
Contact details;

Contact details;

Alexandra Huber
LEAD advokatpartnerselskab
Frederiksholms Kanal 20, st.
DK-1220 København K
TEL.+45 44 45 50 00
ah@leaddenmark.com
www.leaddenmark.com

Maria Fontanet
LEAD advokatpartnerselskab
Frederiksholms Kanal 20, st.
DK-1220 København K
TEL.+45 44 45 50 00
ah@leaddenmark.com
www.leaddenmark.com

DE WOLF & PARTNERS (BELGIUM)
De Wolf & Partners is a business focused law firm, based in Belgium (Brussels and
Kortrijk) but fostering a well-established and growing international activity. The law
firm holds also offices in Luxembourg and Shanghai. Our core practice areas are corporate and commercial laws which are ideally backed by various practice areas used
to work together as multidisciplinary teams to provide the full-service capabilities
required. In addition, we are able to assist our German and Italian speaking clients in
their native language in all legal matters. In the Grand-Duchy of Luxemburg our
team advises companies in all their investment operations in Luxemburg. Our offshore office in Shanghai allows us to offer stands at a crossroads of international law
firms and local firm in China.
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Contact details;

Contact details;

Jannick Everaerdt
De Wolf & Partners
Place du Champ de Mars
1050 Brussels, Belgium
TEL. +32 2 289 29 81
jannick.everaerdt@dewolflaw.be
www.dewolf-law.be

Jean-Paul Van Neste
De Wolf & Partners
Koning Leopold I straat 24
8500 Kartijk, Belgium
TEL. +32 56 21 56 22
jeanpaul.vanneste@dewolf-law.eu
www.dewolf-law.be

New members

OLIVEIRA REGO E ASSOCIADOS
(PORTUGAL)
“Oliveira Rego e Associados” is an auditing and consulting firm. We provide high quality services to our clients in auditing, accounting, tax returns, due diligence and general business consulting. In cooperation with our business partners we can also provide
legal services. Our firm has been included in the List of Statutory Auditing Firms since
our founding (1987) and on the List of Portuguese Securities and Exchange Commission since 1992. Our firm's partners, accountants and tax advisers maintain the firm's
good reputation by professional development and compliance with relevant governing
standards. The quality of our work is subject to periodic external evaluation by the official Portuguese Supervision Bodies. Our head office is located in the centre of Lisbon.
For more information send us an email or visit our website. Thank you very much.
Contact details;
Pedtro Bastos
Oliveira Rego e Associados
Av. Praia da Vitória nº 73 – 2º Esq.
1050-183 Lisboa - Portugal
TEL. +351 963020120
pedrobastos@oliveirarego.pt
www.oliveirarego.pt

TOTAL LEGAL SOLUTIONS (GREECE)
“Total Legal Solutions” is a law office, located in the center of Thessaloniki, the second major city of Greece. Founded in 1984 and currently staffed by six (6) practicing
lawyers, it specializes in business consultancy, commercial law, tax law, labor law, intellectual property, trademark and patents law, criminal law, civil law and municipal
status cases management.
Supported by an organized secretary desk, an extensive library and associates, practicing in the legal, technical and financial sector., “TLS” provides integrated services to
clients from Greece and all its neighboring countries.

Contact details;
Angeliki Moschandreou
Total Legal Solutions
4 Polytechneiou str., 546 26 Thessaloniki, Greece
TEL. 00302310 547636
info@tlslaw.gr
Wwww.tislaw.gr
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NEW „FROM THE BOARD

DEAR MEMBERS
Every four years, there are
grand recurring events, such as
the Olympic Games, the Paralympics, the football (soccer)
world cup, etc. These events
are fascinating and spectacular
for spectators. All participants
of these events have qualified
themselves through specific
qualifications. However, out of
those many participants, only a
few will win a medal, or
respectively the title of being
the best, and bring this achievement back home.
Friedhelm Gruber
International Practice
Group
Klausstrasse 19
8034 Zürich, Switzerland
TEL. +41 79 600 23 82
friedhelm.gruber@senatag.com
www.ipg-online.org.
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ber of members always fluctuated, due to the memberships
because of the needs of the
business, a merger with a thirdparty, which was involved with
other organisations, or other
reasons.
In the last years, some longstanding companions and colleagues have passed away.
Nevertheless, we have also
found and gotten to know
many new friends.

Next to the Board of Directors
we now have the Ethics Committee, the Advisory Board, a
Members Relationship Manager and still a lot to do, based
on the variety of cultures
The year 2008 was leading the among our members.
way for IPG. The members
voted for a fusion with Picatrex In the acquisition of new memLtd., which was executed in bers we have made progress in
autumn 2009. At this point in terms of competence, perfortime we had about 65 mem- mance and professionalism
bers. In the autumn of 2009, a among others. The representanew strategic direction has tives of new members are now
been voted for, by the active familiar and we have come to
participation of all members.
appreciate them in our community, also due to their qualitatiThe new strategic direction ve and valuable work. Dear
meant to decrease the Manage- members, we are still striving
ment Committee in terms of to acquire new members togepersonnel, as well as a change ther, to integrate them in our
in name, the Management community, but who are also in
Committee was here from cal- accordance with our ideals.
led the Board of Directors. In
addition, members of fewer In an economic point of view,
years of age motivated to beco- the last years have been a little
me more involved in the Board less successful and efficient
of Directors.
than other periods in time. This
trend, after having ever chanIn the following years a num- ging conditions in 2012, might
ber of new members were wel- continue and even worsen
comed to IPG, so that as of the during 2013. This means that a
end of October 2012, we count continuously rising numbers of
98 members in total. The num- advisors will want to have a
Please allow me now, to take a
look back on the last four years
(2009-2012) of IPG International Practice Group.

piece of the cake, they may be
successful or not, only time
will tell. We – IPG – have tried
during the last few years, with
the help of an increase in the
numbers of members, to achieve a strong positioning and are
seeing a good chance in the
market for all IPG members.
However, we all have to be
present for this event to occur,
meaning active participation. A
passive or negative attitude
will not be beneficial when it
comes to the challenges in the
next years.
When taking a look at the next
4-year period, I expect little
economic profits and in its
stead I expect much middle
standards and of course liquidations, bankruptcies, etc.
In my opinion, we will overcome these economic challenges
successfully together and acquire new members, together.
Your Chairman will not stand
for a re-election in a missing
yearly cycle or resign, but
rather will step back at the
right time, which might come
as a surprise for some.
In the next two to three years,
many things are left for us to
do and therefore I invite you:
“Let’s do it together”, I am
certainly looking forward to it.
Thank you for your attention!
Friedhelm Gruber / Chairman

Contact Details

The contact details for the Chairman and Secretariat of the group are shown at the bottom of this page, but detailed below is a list of contact details and areas of responsibility for the Management Committee:
Name

Firm

Telephone number Email address

Responsibilities

Friedhelm Gruber

Senat AG

+423 237 43 43

friedhelm.gruber@ipg-online.org
friedhelm.gruber@senat-ag.com

Chairman

Graham Wallace

Barnes Roffe LLP +44 20 8988 6100

graham.wallace@ipg-online.org
g.wallace@barnesroffe.com

Vice Chairman
Treasurer

Francesca Falbo

Studio Legale
Falbo

+39 011 086 79 00

francesca.falbo@ipg-online.org
falbo@studiolegalefalbo.it

Head Section Law

Jochen Hey

Hey & Heimüller

+49 971 7129 0

jochen.hey@ipg-online.org
jochen.hey@heyheimueller.de

Head Section
Accounting / Tax

Rahul Chadha

Chadha & Co.

+91 11 4163 9294

rahul.chadha@ipg-online.org
rchadha@chadha-co.com

Member

Jens Langendorff

Graham, Smith & +31 20 683 83 30
Partners

Langendorff@grahamsmith.com

Head Section
Website/Newsletter

Newsletter distribution
Finally, we would ask that you pass this newsletter on to all members of your firm who could usefully be aware of IPG. If
you wish to supply the Secretariat with a general email address which acts as a distribution list for your firm then we would
encourage you to do so. This way each firm can keep their internal distribution list up to date and the Secretariat can send
newsletters, etc. to the widest possible number of people. If you have any questions please contact Ms. Aylin Redondo.
If you would like to contribute to the newsletter or if you have any comments, please feel free contacting us via the secretariat.
Disclaimer:
All contributions and announcements of this newsletters are submitted by IPG members. All statements and opinions included in the newsletters announcements are strictly the author(s) or submitter(s) and do not necessarily imply those of IPG. IPG is not responsible for the
accuracy or publication permissions of any of the contributions.

International Practice Group
A company limited by guarantee
registered in England & Wales company number 02315032
registered office 3 Hanbury Drive, London E11 1GA, United Kingdom
Operation Center

Klausstrasse 19, Postfach 712
8034 Zurich, Switzerland
Tel: + 41 58 523 60 65
Fax: + 41 58 523 60 69
Bergstrasse 10, Box 550
9490 Vaduz, Principality of Liechtenstein
Telephone + 423.237.44.28

Contacts

aylin.redondo@ipg-online.org
info@ipg-online.org

Web site

www.ipg-online.org
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Next conference

Connecting professionals around the world

PLEASE MARK
YOUR
CALENDER FOR
THE NEXT
CONFERENCE
BRUSSELS
BELGIUM
EUROPE
FROM
THURSDAY 9
MAY 2013
TO SUNDAY 12
MAY 2013

